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Attendees
The following members were present:
- Jan Blockx (Siemens AG)
- Stefan Ebeling (BMW AG)
- Matthias Koller (Peak Solution GmbH)
- Stefan Wartini (Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme GmbH)
- Angelika Wittek (openMDM Toolkit Manager)

The following members were absent:
- Matthias Ebeling (Daimler AG)
- Christian Krenner (AUDI AG)

Topics
Existing branches in Git repo (M. Koller)
Matthias Koller listed the active Git repos:
- anehmer/integration -> ATOS
- anehmer/restapi -> ATOS
- anehmer/templateversions -> ATOS
- delegated-roles-with-backend-connectors Rights delegation / technical login user (Contribution from Karakun): merged / can be removed
- dev
- master
- mkoller/angular7 Update to Angular 7: merged / can be removed
- mkoller/atfxadapter -> Contribution BMW: merged
- mkoller/filelinks -> Contribution Siemens LMS
- mkoller/measurementvalues -> Contribution MTU

Protobuf interface design (M. Koller)
The AC discussed a few general design aspects of the Protobuf based interface for reading and writing measurement values.


Next call
The next AC call is scheduled for July 12th 2019.